Culinario - substructure
Individual solutions with handy storage
space where it’s needed
From cover panels to bespoke compartmentation
The supporting furniture for our Culinario sales showcases
offers an ideal solution for any requirement, with custommade panels and interior divisions to suit your concept. The
base constructions may be open on all sides or covered,
with or without doors. Various panelling versions are
available from Beer Grill, and you also have the option of
having the supports prepared for cladding with specially
made panels.
The base compartmentations of the Culinario range provide
handy storage space for accessories, plates, napkins and
lots of other items. The utensils you need are always at
hand, safely stored and protected from damage. The inclusion of a hot cabinet in the base structure is also possible.
The system bases are made completely of stainless steel
and thus easy to clean and maintenance-free.

Your advantages:
Optimum use of available space
Variable compartmentation of the base units possible
Open on all sides or alternatively clad with various
types of panels
Optionally available with hinged or sliding doors
(from GN 4/1 and larger)
Mountings for special panelling (e.g. wood) available
on request
Bases also available with casters
Handy and safe storage for accessories
Less risk of breaking glasses due to integrated
glass drawer
Order on the counter gives you more work space
Practical shelves, guide rails for push-in trays,
drawer compartments and hot cabinets may be
incorporated into the base units
The system bases can be extended at any time
Bases available finished in RAL scale colours to
suit your design concept

		
			Culinario - substructure

Practical drawer element for storing front glass pane or mirror

Hinged door for size GN 3/1

Inserting a shelf

Practical guide rails for storing hotties or GN trays
in GN 1/1 or GN 2/4 formats
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